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Whittaker: Almanacs in the New England Heritage of Mormonism

almanacs in the new england
heritage of mormonism
david J whittaker
ton
arrington
it has been more than twenty years since leonard arring

cautioned mormon historians to avoid the solid achievement
bias in their work he suggested that historians were too
concerned with long treks irrigation projects buildings construc ted and the more physical or solid that is more easily
structed
fore mothers
measured accomplishments of our forefathers and foremothers
and not concerned enough with the ideas of the past some
Arring tons advice but most have not thus
historians have taken arringtons
cultural and intellectual history has only begun to find a place in
LDS scholarship
if we are ever to penetrate the individual or collective men
bality
tality of the mormon past we must take more seriously the world
of print early latter day saints both borrowed from and contri
tributed to while the products of the early mormon press represent
only a partial index to all that was thought or believed in the early
church they do provide a valuable window that allows us to view
both the sources and channels of the intellectual life of early
mormonism
mormon writers can be classified into
the products of early monnon
twelve main categories proclamations and warnings doctrinal
treatises petitions for redress histories accounts of the martyrdom
of joseph and hyrum smith scriptural guides and helps replies
to anti mormon attacks almanacs newspapers hymns and
poetry exposes by former members and special publications 2
these constitute a large body of source material for those who
wish to probe the intellectual and cultural history of early mormonism this essay examines the history context and content of
almanacs in early mormonism and shows how such a study can
assist us to enter more fully into the cultural milieu of early
mormonism
1

david J whittaker is an associate librarian at brigham young university and an associate editor ofbyu
odthe
studies this essay is a slightly emended
emender version of an address given at the annual meeting ofthe
of the mormon
history association in salt lake city 2 may 1986
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in their earliest form almanacs were calendars As calendars
they can be found in the earliest societies in the ancient world they
were thus tied into the very cycles of nature and from earliest times
were both descriptive and predictive until the invention of the
printing press their use was restricted to elite political and religious
leaders after the fifteenth century almanacs became a staple in the
printing business it is estimated that by 1600 there had been over
six hundred different almanacs published in england alone and that
by 1700 about two thousand had been issued by about two hundred
authors 3 it seems clear that in seventeenth century england there
were more almanacs than bibles sold in fact as students of the
almanac have pointed out the almanac functioned as the secular
bible where the bible told people how to behave on sunday the
almanac served as a guide during the rest of the week 4
early american almanacs copied those that had appeared in
england most english almanacs contained three separate items
1 the almanac proper which indicated the astronomical events
move
able feasts
of the coming year eclipses conjunctions and moveably
moveable
2 the calendar which showed the days of the week and the months
and the fixed church festivals and 3 the prognostication or
astrological forecast of the notable events of the year 5 almanacs
were popular for a variety of reasons for one thing they were one
werepopular
of the few published items that like the bible did not have a quota
for the numbers published in the printing monopoly given by the
crown to the stationery
Station
stationers
ers company of london few works were
allowed to exceed 1500 copies per volume 6 in addition almanacs
were much less expensive to print than newspapers or books
further almanacs were early on excluded from the rigors of
censorship and thus became favorite channels of all kinds of
political and religious argument finally they were indispensable
in an agrarian age when there were few clocks and when people
believed strongly in the influence of the moon and stars on their
daily lives 7 the indispensable role of almanacs in past centuries is
summarized in a nineteenth century almanac A person without
an almanac is somewhat like a ship without a compass he never
knows what to do nor when to do it 1188
the almanac played other roles in colonial america in
addition to containing information of immediate and practical
value to their readers almanacs often served the purpose of opening readers eyes to some of the great events in world history both
past and present this was particularly true of those people on the
frontier who were almost entirely shut off from the rest of the world
here the almanac taught its reader of past societies and cultures of
kings in far off lands of wars and plagues and of the wonders of
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the world it was in this role that the almanac functioned as a
textbook to a society becoming more literate the first poetry and
literature many colonial americans encountered appeared in the
pages of almanacs little wonder that benjamin franklin considered his poor richard s almanac a proper vehicle for conveying
instruction among the common people who bought scarce any
other books 9
unlike the bible which emphasized the hereafter the
almanac took care of the here and now 10 it brought both the starry
heavens and the everyday world of the fanner
farmer into focus it
contained recipes antidotes for snake bites mixtures for potions
that cured all kinds of illnesses and beauty tips as well as the
wisdom of the ages that could be regularly referred to by these
agrarian families year after year in spite of their limited use by
historians these little publications were the most read and used
works in colonial america if we would understand their potential
cormons
Mormons it is important to understand
use by and impact on early mormons
their history and development in early america
since there were no american newspapers before 1704
and no magazines before 1740 the almanac served as the only
periodical in early america according to the journal of john
winthrop the first book printed in british america was the 1639
almanac of stephen daye A 1686 pennsylvania almanac was the
first book printed in the middle colonies the format was established early and readers came to expect certain features these
included the man of signs a figure of a man surrounded by
astrological signs or drawings with indicators to those parts of the
body that are governed by these signs whenever the moon passes
through their part of the heavens this diagram was usually
accompanied by a key giving each symbol for the astrological sign
these symbols were usually incorporated into the calendar section
of the almanac just how seriously publishers and readers took
astrology is a topic attracting increasing attention among scholars
we shall return to it later
early american almanacs in time showed additional signs of
standardization they were heavily influenced by the printer who
was also usually the author or compiler the practice developed
early of using pseudonyms to disguise this fact very early
almanacs became a major product of these printers they were
available at bookstores which were usually a part of the printing
establishment or from itinerant peddlers who spread these
volumes throughout the colonies with no copyright laws until
1783 really until 1790 with the federal copyright law the
popularity of the almanac assured that much pirating would occur
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and since almanacs were generally exempt from censorship laws
after about 1690 they were important channels of political and
social discussions
the almanacs of seventeenth century america were called
philomathy
philo maths due to their being produced at harvard by lovers
philomaths
of math 11 these early almanacs were more mathematical and
astronomical than their later counterparts and communicated the
latest information on newtonian science and astronomy 12 As
marion stowell shows the list of early almanac makers reads like
a list of first families of massachusetts 13
when the press at cambridge lost its monopoly on printing
after 1675 astrology and other popular interests began to transform
the philomath almanac 14 these changes produced the well7known
weli known
weil
well
fan ners almanac of the eighteenth century the first of these
banners
fanners
new almanac authors was john foster who as an engraver added
to his 1678 almanac the man of signs but it was john leeds in his
almanac for 1694 who oriented the contents for farmers leeds
gave much space to agricultural matters with specific monthly
reminders regarding plowing and planting in 1695 leeds added
geographical information and road lists that gave mileage distances
between major cities 15
while leedss
leedus almanacs contained astrological information
the almanacs of john tulley went further by providing prognostic
prognosti
canions
cations
cat ions tulley also was the first to introduce weather forecasts an
item of critical importance for farmers whose success depended on
the fickle patterns of nature tulleys almanacs were especially
noted for their humor and satire and he used them to advertise his
other publications a practice common in later almanacs 16
by tulleys time almanacs had reached their standard
american format and use they were the clock calendar
hennan reporter textbook preacher guidebook atlas
weatherman
weat
navigational aid doctor bulletin board agricultural advisor and
entertainer 17 by the early eighteenth century almanacs were
appearing regularly in boston philadelphia and new york
farmers
ners almanac
foster tulley and leeds had helped create the fan
by stressing in just about equal proportion astronomy astrology
wisdom and humor history current events cures and weather
predictions where scholars had produced the seventeenth century
almanacs practical men of affairs were primarily responsible for
those issued in the eighteenth century the contents became even
more practical and in time with increased volume the almanacs
themselves began to be specialized with almanacs issued just for
sailors or fan
farmers
ners or with specialized contents such as those
containing material on evangelical christianity medicine law
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and of course on agriculture two new kinds of almanacs
appeared in the eighteenth century the pocket almanac which was
a kind of miniature encyclopedia of information and the register
which specialized in current affairs and miscellaneous legal and
governmental data 18
the most popular almanacs in the eighteenth century were
issued by printing families leeds daniel and his sons titan and
felix ames nathaniel father and son and the franklins james
ann james jr and benjamin other important authors of almanacs were nathanael low benjamin west nathan daboll isaiah
Ban neker americas only
and robert thomas and benjamin bannaker
banneker
black almanac maker
all of these almanacs are valuable sources for students
of american history students of science can trace the gradual
spread of enlightenment astronomy through successive editions
students of literature can find not only the gradual popularization
of european authors but also the emergence of native prose and
poetry in early almanacs students of political history can trace the
growing concern with the ideas and implications of liberty in the
pages of almanacs which clearly served as important channels for
political propaganda in the eighteenth century students of religious
history can study the moral literature and theological discourse that
surfaced early in these volumes and students of bibliography can
literally follow the history of printing in early america via
almanacs 19
most of the characteristics of these eighteenth century
almanacs were carried over into the nineteenth century with two
notable changes the first was the impact of the expansion of a
democratic press in the new nation that witnessed a large proliferation of presses and publication the second was the tendency of
newspapers to assume the function of almanacs by expanding upon
the same items that almanacs had previously contained of course
almanacs continued to be issued but they increasingly had to
compete with newspapers by the late nineteenth century industrialization and the consequent decline in agrarian occupations saw
increas
the demand for almanacs decrease thereafter almanacs increase
angly
ingly became compendiums of useful information more like the
pocket almanacs of the eighteenth century it is with this form that
we are the most familiar today
ALMANACS IN EARLY MORMONISM

it would be inconceivable to argue that the joseph smith sr
almanacor
alma nacor
almanac
or two
family would not have owned and used an aima
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most new england farming families the smiths would have
depended upon an almanac as a compendium of vital information
essential for the agrarian life this would have been particularly
true for planting and weather information and just as true for
cooking and medicinal items it is possible that lucy mack smith
was referring to the astrological uses of new england almanacs
when she spoke in her history of the familys
fam ilys involvement in
drawing magic circles and soothsaying 0 20 Is it possible that
young joseph had confirmed from an almanac that 22 september
1827 the night he received the gold plates was to be both the
autumnal equinox and a new moon an excellent time to commence
new projects
the student of almanacs is continually frustrated by the
fact that their very commonality seems to have assured their nonsurvival 21 in spite of their wide use and availability through large
printings
prin tings today most early american almanacs are
and regular paintings
considered rare books we do know that there were about 155
paintings
printings of almanacs between 1815 and 1831 in
separate known printings
areas close to the smith home near palmyra at least twenty six
almanacs were printed in canandaigua thirty one were issued in
rochester twenty one in ithaca eleven in buffalo nine in auburn
and at least one in geneva 22 surely some of these items were
grandins
Gr
available through E B grandine
andins bookstore in palmyra from the
itinerant peddlers who followed the erie canal or other such routes
west or from neighboring farmers 23 the more common almanacs
the western almanac the farmer s almanac or beer s ontario
almanac must have found their way into the smith household
references to almanacs occur in early mormon news21 an
papers 24
almanac was planned as one of the first items to be
issued by the early established literary firm in kirtland ohio and
in november 1841 the times andseasons
and seasons advertised as in press and
mormon almanac and latter day saints
ready for delivery the monnon
21
almanac jor
in the summer of 1841
calendar 25
1841 the anti mormon almanacfor
for
1842 more an anti mormon tract than an almanac appeared in
21 one
new york john E page published a rebuttal to it 26
suspects
mormon periodicals as in other journal
with donald scott that in monnon
ism of the period newspapers came to function as almanacs had
21
during the colonial period 27
nonism
mormonism
eonism to publish an almanac
the first person in early mon
mormon
was orson pratt As early as 22 june 1844 the prophet a monnon
newspaper in new york city ran an ad for his prophetic almanac
for 1845 the advertisement suggested that this publication would
21
contain much matter interesting to the saints 28
ads continued
through successive issues and the 3 august 1844 issue announced
O
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195
title page orson pratt prophetic almanac for 1846
19.5 cm in length courtesy special collections
184619.5
195
1846195
harold B lee library brigham young university provo hereafter cited as special collections
lee library photograph by william W mahler
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the volume as just published one year later the new york
messenger the renamed prophet announced as published the
prophetic almanacfor
almanac jor
for 1846 29 by the end of october 1845 pratt
was offering a free copy of the 1846 almanac to each subscriber to
the messenger as well as encouraging each current subscriber to
purchase ten or twelve copies of the six and a half cent volume to
give as gifts to friends and neighbors 30 although the title page
declared that the almanac was to be continued annually pratt
never published another he did prepare a prophetic almanac for
1849 which was to be issued at winter quarters but as there was
no press in operation there at that time the work remained in
manuscript at least one copy was made of the original manuscript
apparently for the use of those traveling west to the salt lake valley
that year 31
in addition to their value in making some money for a
missionary who traveled without purse or scrip orson pratts
almanacs were outlets for his mathematical skills by publishing
these almanacs he was also providing a product that americans of
i
his time
me demanded of course dozens of other almanacs were
available to his customers but orson was apparently trying to
cormons and
provide a publication that could be both addressed to mormons
cormons read it in this sense
also used as a missionary tool if non mormons
it was a hybrid for his first almanac orson pratt seems to have
borrowed from the contents and form of the many other almanacs
that were available to him in new york city it was not blind
copying however as he warned readers in his 1845 almanac
several of the eclipses as published in the comic almanac of turner
12
and fisher were incorrect 32
his first almanac contained the standard items americans had
come to expect central to the volume was the calendar which told
of the times of the rising and setting of the sun and moon adjusted
according to certain geographical regions along the east coast of
the united states dates and places for both solar and lunar eclipses
for the year were also provided along with tidal tables the moons
place in the twelve signs of the zodiac was also given pratt included
death days for selected secular
in his calendar section birthdays and deathdays
leaders and authors such as thomas jefferson queen victoria
william pitt alexander pope john milton william penn and
christopher columbus and similar information on religious
figures such as st george st bartholomew and st augustine he
also included dates of events of the american revolution such as
the battle of bunker hill and independence the fact that there
were no references to mormon people or events in the calendar
section might suggest how derivative this part of the almanac was
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in his fillers pratt included material from his brother
parley and from joseph smith as well as his own compositions
following a well established tradition of adding wisdom
monnon creed
literature to the almanacs orson wrote of the mormon
in which he spoke of man being the offspring of god and
declared that mans final destiny was to be like god hefurther
he further
suggested that the present forms of political government seen by
nebuchadnezzar dan 2 were soon to be ended by the establishment of the kingdom of god he also included a copy of the
american exiles memorial to congress as well as a copy of a
letter dated 11 may 1844 that he sent to the chairman of the united
states senate committee of the judiciary here he spoke as a
proud american citizen whose rights had been violated in persecution as well as a messenger of the final establishment of gods
kingdom on earth
As the master missionary he also included comparative
material for the reader to see the doctrines of christ beside the
doctrines of men concluding with the dialogue between
Scrip
tus which presented his case for the
tradition reason and scriptus
scripts
truthfulness of mormonism finally in good almanac tradition the
last page contained ads for other LDS publications
in his second almanac orson clearly broke away from the
more secular model he seems to have followed the year before for
example with the exception of the fourth of july there are no other
religious or secular names or events in the calendar instead the
birthdays of the members of the quorum of the twelve apostles
and key dates in joseph smiths life appear in introducing the
names and characters of the twelve signs of the zodiac which
were simply identified in his 1845 work orson added in the 1846
almanac the comment which according to the vulgar and erroneous ideas of the ancients govern the different parts of the human
system 33
monnon doctrine including
he continued adding essays on mormon
a look at catholicism or to use his words popery and protestantism in comparison with mormonism in an article entitled
review of the world he also added a note of humor in P P
pratt and the lawyer thus continuing a long tradition in which
14
almanac makers poked fun at lawyers 34
the almanac also
contained essays on four kinds of salvation written by parley
35
oarsons later
pratt35
foreshadowed
fore shadowed orsons
P pratt
materiality which foreshadower
ies of immaterialism and which was also
pamphlet the absurdies
Absurd
dependent upon earlier writing by parley and a prophetic essay
on mormonism as the foretold kingdom spoken of by daniel to
be established in the last days he concluded with A parable
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about a proposed wedding to which he attached an interpretation
here was a sample of the puzzle parables to be found in earlier
16
again the last page contained advertiseamerican almanacs 36
ments for LDS publications the unpublished almanac for 1849
contained only calendar sections apparently no filler material
was prepared
orson pratt adapted the almanac format to mormon missionary work he also assumed a newtonian universe in which the
gravity of all celestial bodies exerted influence on all other
heavenly bodies a scientific position that was seen as pulling the
carpet out from under the central belief in the efficacy of astrology 37 but the fact that orson included astrological information in
his almanacs suggests that his intended audience expected it to be
31
there 38
between 1851 and 1866 william W phelps compiled
fo
fourteen
urteen
arteen known almanacs during the first few years they were
titled deseret almanac by 1859 they were simply titled almanac
but the title deseret almanac appeared again in 1865 the early
editions were the first almanacs published in the great basin and
thus for a few years phelps seems to have enjoyed a monopoly of
almanac making but he was struggling with other competitors
before the civil war phelphs
Phelp
phelpss
ss own personality is evident throughout these publications they also provide us with a window into
early utah culture for phelps almanacs were primarily financial
ventures a key element in his yearly income for his customers
they provided the necessary items all americans had come to
expect from almanacs including the calendar weather and
astrological information key dates in history recipes and potions
and a variety of useful and practical information for people living
on the frontier
phelps was a newspaperman before his conversion to the
19
LDS church in 1831 39
called early to assist with the publishing
activities of the church phelps contributed his newspaper skills to
10
the infant organization 40
following his baptism he traveled to
independence missouri where he published the first LDS news
paper the evening and the morning star this work was the first
product of the early literary firm which was also to issue an
almanac as part of its work 41 As an author phelps continued to
mormon cause to the end of
contribute his poetry and prose to the monnon
his
life
ilfe in 1872 42
hislifeinl872
Phelp ss first effort he
phelphs
the deseret almanac for 1851 was phelpss
borrowed most of the astronomical material from the nautical
almanac as he informed his readers and took a decidedly anti
astrological stance
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the signs

usual in almanacs are omitted as matters of ancient fancy
which never had nor never will have a being or body as represented
by old almanac makers on earth or in heaven
thus most of
the arbitrary characters as well as the signs and wonders are omitted
41
as useless 43

this first almanac contained

no advertising suggesting the
primitive commercial conditions of the early mormon settlement
the almanac gave readers a twenty one year chronology of the
history of the church phelps also included some LDS dates in the
calendar section but the bulk of the calendar section contained
proverbial material such as vanity and vice ride while wisdom
goes on foot or the religion of the world is like dust which falls
upon everything and remains till it is washed off by a refreshing
shower from heaven the sixteen page almanac ended with lists
of the current members of the churchs
churche first presidency and the
quorum of the twelve apostles
Phelp ss second and lengthiest almanac forty eight pages
phelphs
phelpss
was prepared for 1852 he again began the work by criticizing
astrology specifically the idea that the stars can govern the
anatomy of mans body these ideas of some farmers and
women were obviously not to be relied on mainly because no one
could measure the distance to aries this almanac moved closer to
the traditional american almanac by providing recipes for such
things as whitewash scotch bread wedding cake and wine
poems tables for measuring corn and wheat lists of discoveries
and inventions in world history lists of church leaders territorial
officers officers of the nauvoo legion justices of the peace and
perhaps most importantly lists of operating post offices with
arrival and departure schedules for the mails the calendar section
monnon history but also included
contained dates important in mormon
dates from american history and several proverbs 44
the length of the 1852 volume allowed phelps to add a variety
of essays particularly short pieces on the moon planets and
climate as well as more down to earth topics such as education
anti astrology piece philosophy
rules for myself and even an antiastrology
of the heavens for the first time he included advertisements he
closed the volume by requesting information on the schools and
students who were attending throughout the territory and by asking
readers to submit recipes for the next years edition
Phelp ss almanacs generally followed the pattern
ofphelpss
the rest of
phelphs
phelpss
he established in the first two although he broadened them in
several ways by adding material that went beyond mormon
history to united states and world history he encouraged a larger
world
woridview
worldview
view among his readers and in a certain sense provided a
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titie page W W phelps deseret almanac por
title
the year 1855 19.5
195
195 cm in length courtesyy special
for
s
collections lee library photograph by william W mahier
mahler
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1855195 cm in length courtesy special
for the year 185519.5
collections lee library photograph by william W mahler
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textbook of information phelps was very involved in early utah
education and he devoted increased space to advertisements
which gave him a better income and developed broader outlets for
his almanacs since businesses that advertised usually gave copies
away to their customers his later almanacs contained so many ads
that they provide a kind of business directory to early salt lake
city 45 he discontinued including proverbial material in his
calendar section with the 1855 volume and increased the medical
recipes in the later volumes
Phelp ss almanacs for 1851 55 and 1859 65 are
copies of
ofphelpss
phelphs
phelpss
extant there is evidence he intended to publish a combined volume
for 1856 and 1857 46 and his almanac for 1860 refers to the volume
for 1858 47 there is also evidence he sent to press another volume
41
for 1866 and 1867 but no copies have been located 48
As early as february 1851
1851 phelps was supplying the deseret
19
news with weather and astronomical information 49
the editor of
the deseret news was willard richards who also published
Phelp ss early almanacs phelps also took occasion in the early
phelphs
phelpss
issues of the deseret news to attack the astrology of the almanacs
10
although he changed his mind for a brief period 50
in january 1857
the utah territorial legislature created the office of superintendent of meteorological observations william phelps was the
first person appointed to this position no doubt in part because of
his reputation for astronomical knowledge as expressed in his
publications
Phelp
phelphs
phelpss
ss 1860 almanac caught the attention of richard
burton who summarized its contents in his the city odthe
of the saints 5
juies remy and julius brenchley in their A journey to
and also ofjules
of jules
great salt lake city
city51 in this same almanac phelps included a
section entitled almanac and told his readers
1I

meansa
means a
the word ALMANAC is probably of arabic origin and meanda
daily calculation for the rising setting and position of the sun moon
planets stars constellations and phenomena of a year in advance
modemly contains many other matters of motion
and anciently and modernly
that may facilitate the business transactions of man
A person without an almanac is somewhat like a ship at sea
without a compass he never knows what to do nor when to do it
so mormon others sect and quaker
buy almanacs and pay the maker 53

enough has been said to suggest that as americans early
mormons
cormons acquired and used almanacs for a variety of purposes
they did not have to depend on those issued by either orson pratt
or william W phelps for these mormon produced almanacs
essentially shared the same characteristics as most other american
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almanacs of course they were localized and mormonized
zed
monnonized
Mormoni
but on their pages the modem student can gain some of the flavor
of a now gone era and particularly of the mental world of the
common man
almanacs were a form of street literature a category of
printed matter that has yet to be fully studied 54 along with
broad sides various tracts and pamphlets handbills
broadsides
hand bills proclamations and chapbooks
chap books almanacs were formsof
forms of communication
separate and apart from the upper levels of the philosophical
discourse of intellectuals here was a literary form that reached into
the lives of common people as it informed educated and enter
bained
tained
Phelp ss almanacs can
phelphs
the modem student who peruses phelpss
imaginatively enter into the cultural world of early utah one can
glimpse for example the major medical concerns of an earlier
generation by reading of the potions recommended for their cure
articles on tanning hides curing diarrhea treating cuts and bruises
making candles preparing vegetable glue and preventing skippers
in hams suggestions on how to preserve various foods how to
soften water or stain wood how to remove ink stains or how to
feed fowls in such a manner that they will lay eggs during the winter
season can bring us closer to the daily lives and thoughts of our
ancestors all of these topics and they could be multiplied are
Phelp ss almanacs for 1863 and 1864
treated in phelpss
phelphs
beyond the more secular dimensions of pioneer life were the
religious and cultural aspects these almanacs sought through
their emphasis on history to give their readers a sense of place and
time in both local and world history religious essays and counsel
brought order and comfort to their lives and the millennial expectations of both the soon to be established kingdom of god and the
anticipated destruction to be wrought by the american civil war
probably gave a sense of hope and expectation to their unsure lives
as frontier farmers 55 chronologies and calendars helped common
people place themselves on the timetable of earths history the
wise sayings helped them feel a part of the wisdom that was
16
considered ageless 56
astrological items helped do the same by
17 mormon
relating those who believed in it to the larger cosmos 57
symbolism with its heavy emphasis on celestial bodies moon sun
and stars and nature surely allowed many early members to feel
more at home with astrology
all these items gave the average person a sense of power as
it gave them a sense of identity because knowledge is power these
almanacs helped agrarian families feel that they could gain control
over the world they found themselves in and in the world of the
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farmer
fanner weather information was especially important in the
ongoing battle with nature
in preindustrial societies the cycles of nature and the absence
of calendars and clocks turned the attention of all people to the
cycles of the heavens for establishing order in their lives astrology
was thus a means for turning the mystery of the universe into a
puzzle and of course puzzles are capable of solution As keith
thomas has suggested astrology was never an exact science but
it attracted men of intelligence because it offered a coherent system
of thought that helped people bring order and understanding to their
world astrology also offered a practical guide for people who
sought self knowledge horoscopes functioned in ways very
18
similar to psychoanalysis today 58
almanacs then offer us another window into the world of
the past they were probably the most important and consistent
meeting ground of high and popular culture and thus are important
tools for the new social history that tries to recover the lives and
thoughts of average people almanacs invite us as they did our
ancestors to more fully see and understand the world around us 59
almanacs were mirrors of as much as they were windows to early
mormons
cormons
mormon history
Mormons they still are for students of monnon

NOTES
leonard J arrington the search for truth and meaning in mormon history dialogue
A journal ofmormon
63
6263
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university 1982 71
7181
718
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197
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1
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bhala publications 1986
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almanacs 15001800
1639 1800 washington D
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morrison preliminary check list ofamerican
alexander momson
DC
of american almanacs 16391800
government printing office 1907 and most completely milton drake compalmanacs
comp almanacs ofthe
of the united
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aw
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W W phelps cited in
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printing and publication studies in
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141961
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in bibliography 14
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83
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18283
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2vthls
athis passage has been deleted from all the published versions of lucy mack smiths history
2this
but it can be found in the preliminary manuscript 77 library archives historical department the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives
Palmyra Manchester
almanacs are absent from the inventories that exist either of libraries in palmyramanchester
or of mormon collections or printing establishments during joseph smiths lifetime this in spite of the

clear indications that such publications were commonly used of course more work needs to be done on
cormons
the reading habits and book ownership of early mormons
Mormons but so far almanacs do not show up on currently
available lists an important guide to early mormon publications including almanacs is chad J flake
ed A mormon bibliography 1830 1930 salt lake city university of utah press 1978
inventoried
inventories
oried in milton drakealmanacs
drake almanacs odthe
these numbers are based on surviving copies as invent
of the
ofthe
united states drakes inventory is arranged chronologically by state and year
As J R dolan shows peddlers carried almanacs as part of their wares into the nooks and
yankee peddlers ofearlyamerica
N potter 1964
early america new york clarkson
Clark sonN
comers ofearly
of early america the yankeepeddlers
of earty
clarksonn
the role of the local printers office is described in milton W hamilton the country printer new
york state 17851830
N Y ira J friedman 1964 many local printers had
1785 1830 2d
ad ed port washington NY
a reading room at their printshop
prmtshop
prmt shop where customers could examine the latest products of the press
print
including almanacs thus the local printing office was often the cultural center of the community in
82 247 an extended study
addition to its function as a bookshop see hamilton country printer 78
7882
of the role of almanacs in the early years of the new nation is jon stanley werrick for education and
1783 1815
phd diss claremont
entertainment almanacs in the early american republic 17831815
graduate school 1974 for a brief study focusing on the pre civil war era see F G woodward an
1862 tennessee folklore
Fol kloie
etoie society
eloie
early tennessee almanac and its maker hills almanac 1825
18251862
9 14
bulletin 18 march 1952 914
star
stul the first newspaper issued by the church cited material
stal
the evening and the morning stai
7
6671
1832
71
from an almanac by fisher ames see vol I1 december 18321
the nauvoo neighbor
cited information about preserving potatoes from the amencan
agi icultui alises
american agriculturalists
alists almanac vol 1
1843
1844 and a
27 december 18431
the prophet mentions a phrenological almanac vol 1I 1 I june 18441
nautical almanac vol I 15 june 1844 the comments of parley P pratt in his 1837 voice farning
suggest even more the predictions of the prophets can be clearly understood as much so as the
1

of

1

almanac

13

NIS LDS church archives more conveniently found in
2far
afar
far west record 30 april 1832 MS
wesr
jesus
west record
fesus christ
far
WestR
donald Q cannon and lyndon W cook eds fai
fal westrecoid
of yesus
of
the church
chunh ofjesus
ofthe
ecoid minutes odthe
1830 1844 salt lake city deseret book co 1983 46 times and seasons 3
of latter day saints 18301844
15 november 1841 599 peter crawley called this last item to my attention no doubt almanacs were
cormons in the whitney store in kirtland ohio and in the windsor lyon drugstore in
available to mormons

nauvoo illinois
A copy oftheanti
of the anti
antl mormon almanac for 1842 is in the LDS church archives john E pages
m philadelphia the times and seasons 2
reply was slander refuted probably published late in 1841 in
14 took note of the appearance of the anti
16 august 1841
513
antl mormon almanac in 1855 the
51314
cormons of using almanacs to find texts for their sermons
chune
ihune with heavy satire accused mormons
chicago ti
tribune
see the mormon
mol
moi mon new york city I1 15 december 1855 this item was called to my attention by craig
vol
hams said in 1870 joseph smith
foster to emphasize joseph smiths great accomplishments martin harris
could not print a almanac in his day but he did it all cited in a letter ofjohn
of john macneil 18 november 1870
in frederick stewart buchanan ed A good time coming mormon letters
betteis
salt
letteis to scotland sat
sait
sal lake city
university of utah press 1988 104
27
1840 60 im
n punting
printing and society in
donald M scott print and the public lecture system 184060
in
early
america ed william L joyce david D hall richard D brown and john B hench worcester
eailyamenca
mass american antiquarian society 1983 29
291
pi ophet
odthe
of the most
ophee 22 june 1844 this was the second publication by the man who became one ofthe
2prophet
prolific writers in early mormonism for a study of these publishing activities see david J whittaker
orson pratt prolific pamphleteer dialogue 15 autumn 1982 2742 A book length study of orson
pratt salt lake city university of utah
pratts life is breck england the life and thought oforson
of otson
oison piatt
press 1985
yoi
yorkk messenger
Hed
Messen gei
lock dated 20 august 1845
2 99 august 1845 in a letter to reuben bedlock
weir yot
hedlock
fei 2
fel
pratt said that the 1846 almanac was printed in an edition of five thousand copies see new yoi
yol
yorkk
26

1

messenger
Messen gei
gel 30 august 1845 67
ibid 18 october 1845
bid
the two copies of the five page legal size manuscript one in orson pratts handwriting and
the other in the hand of thomas bullock are in the LDS church archives the text includes notes to the
printer showing that pratt intended publication see also journal history I january 1849 3 there is
evidence that orson intended to publish another almanac for british latter day saints in the 1850s
32p
ophe tic almanacfor
piophetic
almanac por
ophetic
ephetic
for 1845 new york published at the prophet office 1844 2
yorkk messenger
vessen
pot
nor
Messen gei office 1845
almanac poi
prophetic almanacfor
for 1846 new york published at the new yoi
foi
2 he did add to his almanac information relating the parts of the body to the respective sign in the zodiac
1

he included the same caution in his unpublished almanac for 1849
see sidwell colonial american almanacs 62 63 84
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it had appeared in the millennial star 2 june 1841 21 22
see sidwell colonial american almanacs 145 214 215
see the short summary in thomas S kuhn the copernican revolution planetary astronomy
in the development of western thought cambridge harvard university press 1957 94 260ff
the same was true for colonial american almanacs even though many of the almanac makers
ifsuch
did not approve of astrology they learned that their volumes would not sell ifsich
if such material were deleted
for example when john holt refused to put astrological items in his new york almanac for 1767 people
refused to buy it so he put them back in the next year see wechsler common people xv
for biographical information on phelps see walter dean bowen the versatile W W
monnon writer educator and pioneer masters thesis brigham young university 1958
phelps mormon
in section 55 of the doctrine and covenants phelps is called to assist oliver cowdery in the
work of printing and to specifically help in selecting and writing books for schools in the church this
was the beginning ochis
ofhis
of his writing and publishing career in the early church As late as october 1864 phelps
was asking brigham young to help him to fulfill this early revelation by obtaining a general conference
vote for him to proceed with further publishing for the church see his letter to young 8 october 1864
MS brigham young collection LDS church archives
41the
the best summary of the history and work of the literary firm is in lyndon W cook joseph
43 55 phelps seems to have been a member
smith and the law of
consecration provo grandin 1985 4355
ofconsecration
of the firm from its inception in november 1831
1831
41this
this included acting as scribe and ghostwriter for joseph smith for example phelps authored
1844 see Phelp
rhe united
the powers andpolicy
star
and policy of
Stat
the government odthe
smiths views of
odthe
odthe
unitedstates
statesel
phelphs
ofthe
ofthe
phelpss
ss letter
of the
ofthe
statesl
States
esl
esi 844
to brigham young 6 august 1863 MS brigham young collection LDS church archives

por
2233
almanac pot
deseret almanacfor
for the year ofour
of our lord 1851 salt lake city W richards 1851
olour
our lord 1852 salt lake city W richards 1852 the last
porthe
rhe
the year of
deseret Almanac
forthe
4deseretalmanacfor
almanacforthe
ofourlord
dated item in the almanac is december 1851
185 it would appear that the work was issued early in 1852
41
41phelps later complained to brigham young that william S godbe was giving other almanacs
phelps
away at his store and that this competed with his own sales see his letter to young 19 october 1865 see
also his earlier comments in another letter to young 9 september 1856 the 1856 almanac was printed
for godbe in new york city by the Graefenberg
graffenberg company A copy is in the LDS church archives both
graefenberg
phelps letters are in brigham young collection LDS church archives president brigham young himsee the 27 april 1854 notation in european mission publication
self ordered almanacs from england seg
accounts journal vol 8 MS 687 LDS church archives the almanacs requested were the 1854
hannays Al manack and the 1855 nautical almanac in 1853 mormon missionaries in india supplied
their printers in calcutta with a list of the names and stations of the elders throughout india they intend
vol
vola
inserting them in a almanac for the coming year A milton musser journal 2 august 1853 voi
vol33 15
LDS church archives
letter of phelps to brigham young 9 september 1856 MS young collection LDS church
archives
see almanacjor
almanac for
tor the year 1860 salt lake city J mcknight 1860 29 given the material
Jor
presented in n 50 below the 1858 almanac ought to have the greatest emphasis on astrology of all of the
41

1

phelps almanacs
phelps in a letter of 29 march 1866 to brigham young said that he was going to combine 1866
and 1867 into one volume in another letter dated 27 october 1866 he informed his leader that the volume
was at press MSS of both letters are in the brigham young collection LDS church archives
news 8 february 1851 202
deseretnews
deseret
51
news 8 march 1851 21920
219 20
Deseret
deseretnews
solicit a space in your columns to say a few words upon the weather
which is so wonderfully foretold by the almanac maker or the printers devil in
trav ellers and some visiting
many almanacs for the vexing consolation of farmers travellers
women
addition
tion to this kind of soothsaying a large majority of mankind actually
in addi
and this
andthis
believe that the moon holds an immense sway at her changes over the weather andthil
serves to strengthen the almanac makers or the printers devils faith or cunning or
calculations in foretelling the hidden treasures of the weather
I1 have witnessed more that six hundred changes of the moon in fifty years during
which time not less that ten thousand changes of weather have happened by night and
by day among which were snow in summer and thunder showers in winter and yet
before and after all when true philosophy which is truth was consulted I1 never found
a man of this world that knew what a day would bring forth a year a month or a week
ahead unless revealed by the spirit of prophecy

again doctor

1I

phelps of course was not a farmer and by 1857 changed his mind about astrology after a discussion with
brigham young after president young told him that he believed astrology was true phelps wrote to
young 1 I believe I1 did wrong in saying I1 did not know what astrology was
so I1 will now say astrology
is one of the sciences belonging to the holy priesthood perverted by vain man see wilford woodruff
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journal 28 june 1857 MS LDS church archives and letter of phelps to brigham young 29 june
1857 MS brigham young collection LDS church archives by 1861 brigham young had changed
his mind suggesting that it would not do to favor astrology see brigham young office journal
30 december 1861
1861 MS LDS church archives regardless of these fluctuations it seems apparent that
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2 1 june 1841 434 see also wilford woodruffs
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american intellectual history baltimore johns hopkins university press 1979 16680
orson pratts almanacs stressed the coming establishment of the kingdom ofgod
of god spoken of by
phelphs
daniel william Phelp
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ss almanacs reprinted a number of times the civil war prophecy dac
d&c 87 in the
1860s and at least privately he spoke in very strong millennial terms as to the fate of the nation phelps
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